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Short length =0.48m Silver Ratio=2.414
Long length= sliver×short length
=2.414 ×0.48
Longer length=1.15872
Width =long length×short length
=1.15872 ×0.48
=0.556
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Design

Conceptual and aesthetic interpretation of the notion of Metallic Means Proportions in the search for harmony.

While I was designing the table, I used the silver ratio .My dimensions of silver table are twice scale of golden ratio scale. The long length is 2.414
while the golden ratio is 1.16180. I focused to put my design in focal point of silver ratio in 0.414 by the rule. In addition, my design is perfumed in a
good way through the element of silver ratio. By using silver ratio in mathematic metallic means, I do reflect the harmony and comfortable idea.
Introduction
This study develops a new approach to the history of mathematics.
We analyze “strategic mistakes” in
The development of mathematics and mathematical education (including severance of the relationship
Between mathematics and the theoretical natural sciences, neglect of the “golden section,” the one-sided
Interpretation of Euclid is Elements and the distorted approach to the origins of mathematics).
We develop the “Mathematics of Harmony” as a new interdisciplinary direction for modern science by
Applying to it Dirac’s “Principle of Mathematical Beauty” and discussing its role in overcoming these
“Strategic mistakes.”
Golden Section... This system of cosmic proportions is sometimes considered by literary critics as a
Curious result of unrestrained and preposterous fantasy. Total anti-scientific weakness resounds in the
Explanations of those who declare this. However, we can understand this historical and aesthetic
Phenomenon only in conjunction with an integral comprehension of history, that is, by employing a
Dialectical and materialistic approach to culture and by searching for the answer in the peculiarities of
ancient social existence.”
The geometric and mathematical properties of two entities have fascinated
Mankind through the ages the golden ratio- or just “Phi” φ = 5 +1
The silver ratio δ s = 2 +1
Both numbers are irrational, in that their decimal representations never repeat
Terminate or converge, meaning that as numbers they’re not at all well behaved
The Similarities between the Golden Ratio and the Silver ratio
The golden ratio and the silver ratio have a common trait that has attracted
I over the years and them both have the same characteristic. It is quite simple.
I designed in mathematic metallic means (silver ratio) …. All mathematic means related to each other's the main rules of metallic means is golden
ratio because the characters design are:
Prop design
Environmental design
Building design
Architectural design
Clothing design, and
Graphic design
Silver ratio in mathematics, two quantities are in the silver ratio (also silver mean or silver constant) if the ratio of the sum of the smaller and twice the
larger of those quantities, to the larger quantity, is the same as the ratio of the larger one to the smaller one This defines the silver ratio as an
irrational mathematical constant, whose value of one plus the square root of 2 is approximately 2.4142135623.
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Mathematicians have studied the silver ratio since the time of the Greeks (although perhaps without giving a special name until recently) because of
its connections to the square root of 2, its convergent, square triangular numbers, Pell numbers, octagons and the like.

Concept ,Style,color scheme

I am Reham Almaqtari …
I am an interior designer. I did research many times to could choose successful design related to silver ratio metallic means
as result of researching I decided to design useful furniture. … I followed the mathematics rules of silver metallic mean
through design process. My design is (Stuff table) which can be use in hall and corridors. I choose these kinds of furniture
(stuff table) due to I can apply the rule on this objects such as (TV table .stool .stuff table, bar chair). I elicitation my concept
from natural life which is (spider net) because the spider net gives a harmony feeling from its shape and details. In addition,
a spider net usually grow surrounding by a commensurate and harmony area. Furthermore, I choose my style
(Deconstruction style) related to concept, that inspired from pattern and spider shape.
I used my color scheme from both style and concept.
My design covered by (Brown, Beige, Black, Bright gray)
I designed my table from abstract a piece of spider net. In addition, the shape of spider net regard to my style. Finally, I used
material, which are (Black glass, bright natural wood).
I hope my design was achieved my goals plan.
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